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With the drumming of West Java’s traditional “kendang” musical
instrument, the Board of Directors of PMI Indonesia Chapter officially
opened the 10th Symposium and Exhibition on Project Management
(SYMEX 2022) in Bandung on October 5-6, 2022.
From the Main Article, the article discusses The Social PM: How ‘The Scroll’
Can Power Your Project. We had two PRANKS sessions
in September 2022 and in case you missed them, we
feature report of the Events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to
thank the contributors of this edition and everyone
who has supported in the preparation of this
newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this edition.
Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

Main
The Social PM:
Article
How ‘The Scroll’ Can Power Your Project
If you’re like me, some of your best ideas come to you
in the middle of the night: 3 a.m., mind racing, thinking
about a meeting earlier in the day or planning your work
around tomorrow’s schedule, desperately trying not to
check if you got any midnight emails.
When I have moments like this, it’s often because
something in my work day felt unfinished or uninspired,
something small and nagging that has to be fixable—if
only I could find the right solution.
In January of 2022, after five years at a job I liked and a
role I finally felt I was growing into, my partner’s job took
my family overseas for a grand adventure to Europe.
I tried everything to keep my job and work remotely,
but tax and other complications meant it wouldn’t be
possible. I grieved a bit for the projects I wouldn’t be
able to see through, but vowed that learning the local
language and doing more writing would be my new
fulfillment.
The hard part, I found, is that you can take the PM out of
the office, but you can’t take the office out of the PM.
So here I am, sharing my hairbrained middle-of-the-night
thoughts and reflections with my community, in the only
way I can currently give back.
The Power of “The Scroll”
A few months after we moved, I talked to a former
colleague of mine, catching up on what was going on
back in the office without me. Soon after, an idea came
to me. That nagging imperfect thing we were discussing
was communication, and how tedious and unhelpful it

could sometimes be to make and send project updates.
We had been talking about the difficulty in keeping your
more peripheral (but no less important) stakeholders in
the know about your projects. I can’t tell you how many
Friday afternoons I spent writing detailed email updates
about my projects to the key players and thinking to
myself, “No one is going to read this.”
I also felt this type of communication wasn’t conducive
to getting key players—and certainly not executive-level
stakeholders—to take the time to actually read it. I felt
that key nuggets of information would greatly contribute
to a more holistic understanding of the project’s goals
and challenges, as well as gain some recognition for our
team (who doesn’t love a shout-out every now and then
in quarterly meetings?).
And so I thought, “What do people love to do all day long
at work?” Scroll. Scroll Facebook, scroll Instagram, scroll
Twitter. In the case of my company (sports media), there
are employees with a legitimate need to sit and scroll
both to post content and to understand what players,
fans, etc. were digesting (but there were also just people
bored and taking a break).
So why couldn’t we leverage the scroll? As I thought
back to the time I put into emails, I thought I could also
just as easily use that time to create a social content
plan for my project. Why not create an account for our
Digital PMO department, hashtags for all the projects,
and roll out the news—good, bad or ugly—on social
media? I could see the headline on the company intranet
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announcement: “Digital Media is Going Social!”

trailer for exciting new features or releases.

So in practice, what would this look like? You’d of course
have to carefully craft settings or content so the
account was either internal to the company, or the
content was acceptable to share at large. But with the
right support, I think this would be possible.

The sky’s the limit!

As PMs, we could create templates for each day of
the week and create fun and engaging content posts
that follow a set cadence, giving our stakeholders both
something to look forward to, but also something to rely
on. Daily posts could include (to share a few ideas):
Project team profiles: Introduce your project team!
Whereas some stakeholders may see the email signature
each week on a message, they may not really know
you—and they certainly don’t know the rest of your
team that is heads down in the thick of it (you could also
introduce vendors you’ve been working with). It’s easy to
criticize someone faceless, but add a swipe for a name, a
picture and their role, and it’s added value to the project
(and some fun personal facts). All of a sudden, everyone
is more invested in success. I pictured a templated “Meet
the team” cover post, with an option to scroll through to
learn more, with details in the caption.
Challenge of the week: What went wrong with your
project this week? Did you miss a deadline? Did a key
resource leave the project? I think it could be incredibly
powerful to share (with tact and caution) the project
failures and challenges for everyone to see. It shows that
the project team has accountability and transparency,
and that it isn’t afraid to say, “Well, not everything is
perfect, but here’s how we’re dealing with it…”
On-the-lookout teasers: Have a milestone coming up?
Share it! Post sneak peaks of animations or wireframes
on your new app. This could be your version of a movie

There are endless possibilities here—a chance to add
an element of creativity, openness and transparency to
your project, which may otherwise be dry (and hard to
communicate to the right group). You could feature new
product ideas, introduce a new tool the team loves that
other departments may find useful, announce meeting
changes, etc. There may even be an opportunity for a
“Social PM” app that crafts pre-made templates for you
to populate.
In a world where we already spend so much time on
social media, it’s a great time to really leverage that and
turn it into something positive in the workplace—instead
of something that can be a mindless time waster for a
lot of people (myself included). The idea is ultimately to
bring more value to both the core project team and
all levels of stakeholders, while augmenting the project
communication in a way that’s new and more easily
consumable to those that otherwise, frankly, just may
not care.
Rachel Jenkins
Rachel is a certified PMP with
over 13 years of experience
in project and program
management. She has worked
in several different industries
over the years, including military,
healthcare/insurance, retail, and
sports media.
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SYMEX 2022 - And That’s A Wrap!

Day 1
With the drumming of West Java’s traditional “kendang”
musical instrument, the Board of Directors of PMI
Indonesia Chapter officially opened the 10th Symposium
and Exhibition on Project Management (SYMEX 2022) in
Bandung on October 5-6, 2022.
The ceremony was opened by a traditional dance from
7 parts of Indonesia symbolizing unity in diversity. The
event was then kicked off by Alin Veronika, MT, PMP,
PMI-RMP, Chapter President and followed by an opening
keynote speech by Dr Armand Hermawan CA CPA CMA
Chief Strategy Officer of PT. Indosat Tbk who touched
upon the criticality of innovation as part of corporate
strategy and the contribution of project management in
delivering those strategies.
Anca Slușanschi then took on the stage to deliver her
message on The Project Economy and what it means
for practitioners and the power skills required to thrive
in this new normal. Tya Adhitama continued with an
interactive session and sharpening the message on the
skills required for the future of work, drawing upon a
recent research by the World Economic Forum on the
five key trends, and the global scramble for talent that is
happening everywhere in the world.

Hugo Messer and Amin Leiman delivered a back-toback session on Agility and how to shift towards a more
team-based, iterative way of working. Where Hugo
touches upon structures and models of working, Amin
ended the session with a (literal) kick to remind the
symposium participants the importance of balancing the
physical, emotional and mental agility.
First day was knowledge-packed, and it was certainly a
joy to be able to connect old friends, new friends and
see laughters on the fireside chats of the symposium.

Networking Dinner
After a long day of symposium, SYMEX 2022 participants
gathered at a garden party to enjoy a networking
dinner. PMI Indonesia Chapter announced the winners
of Project of the Year 2022 and honored the judging
committee. This year’s awardees are AVENEW Group
and Ericsson Indonesia for showcasing exemplary project
management practices.
We also honored the President’s Award to three of
our members and volunteers. Most active volunteer is
awarded to Erdith Irawan Arifianto, MT, PMP®, ACP®,
PRINCE2®, LSSGB®, ASM®, EPM®, most active member
is awarded to Ainanto Nindyo and the most active PMP
Study Group Mentor is awarded to Yenni Lee, S.Kom,
PMP. Congratulations to all the awardees.
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This year marks the 26th year anniversary of PMI
Indonesia Chapter, and we had a celebration cake
cutting by the current and former presidents of the
chapter, alongside the board of directors of the chapter.
We also invited the performers from Saung Angklung
Mang Udjo. “Angklung” is a traditional bamboo musical
instrument from West Java. Each angklung produces only
one note. The beauty of the instrument is that it has to
be played with another angklung to produce a musical
piece. We distributed angklung to all the participants and
with the help of a conductor, the group were able to
play five songs together, from “Bengawan Solo” to “We
Are the Champions”.

Day 2
The second day of the symposium offered two tracks,
one was a workshop on Project Management Office
(PMO) and the Value Ring, led by Americo Pinto, Founder
and Chair of the PMO Global Alliance (PMOGA). The
workshop emphasized on how important it is for PMO to
adapt and fit into the organization and not the opposite.
Another track was back-to-back session by our
prominent guest speakers. Silvia Halim, Construction
Director of MRT Jakarta took on the stage to deliver
her talk on Digital Construction. Imam Wijoyo, Chairman
of the Indonesia Winning Institute continued with a
session on How to Raise a Business through People
Transformation. Prior to the lunch break, Syahraki
Syahrir, President of ISACA Indonesia delivered his talk on
Managing Risks in the New Normal.
During the lunch break, participants enjoyed side
conversations and networking with fellow practitioners
in project management and visited booths by our

sponsoring exhibitors. The second part of the day,
started with a talk on Sustainability - Strategic
Transformation by Seno Soemadji, Managing Director,
Communication, Media & Technology from Accenture
Indonesia. And then followed by a session on Team
Resilience in Various Project Environments, by Dr.
Mohammad Ichsan, Scholar and Practitioner of Project
Management from Binus Business School. He shared his
recent published research on team resilience and how
prevalent they are in various industries.
The closing keynote of Symex 2022 was delivered by
Spencer Horn, on the “i” in Team. What is funny about
the title is that Indonesian word for team is “tim” and
so there actually is an “i” in “tim”. Spencer delved on the
importance of understanding individual traits and making
the most of their strength to compensate for the gaps
in others.
The sessions were very interactive, with good
participation from the audience. Some questions that
could not be addressed during the Q&A were taken
outside the session as the participants interact directly
with the speaker.
It was great to see the joy on the faces of the speakers
and participants, and as well inspiring to see the
commitment and dedication of the organizing committee
who worked tirelessly to make this event a success.
We hope you enjoy some of these photos from the
event.
Thank you all, and see you at the next SYMEX!
Arief Prasetyo, PMP, PMI-RMP
Vice President Communication
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PMP
Testimonial
Hi, my name is Rudy Irianto
Simangunsong. You can call me
Rudy.
I enrolled in Study Group 18 by
PMI Chapter Indonesia for the
PMP® exam. I had for some
time felt that I wanted to
take this PMP® certificate to
strengthen my qualification
and that to succeed in today’s marketplace.
PMI Chapter Indonesia finally opened an online PMP®
study group in 2021 to study it during this pandemic
time. Studying PMP® online was the right choice for
me at the right time. When I enrolled in the online
study group, I was on a business trip overseas. It was a
pleasure to join this online study group. A great way to
give and receive motivation and support from mentors,
volunteers, organizers, and mentees, creating a support
system from people who had been or were in the similar
situation.
All mentors and mentees had been extremely helpful
and invaluable support systems for me. The mentors
provided the extensive resources as well as tremendous
support, encouragement, and feedback on how to pass
the PMP® exam in a more concrete way and then I
tailored those that best suited my own pace.
There were also study group rules that were effective
for generating positive energy, encouraging active

participation, instilling discipline, and gaining commitment
from the mentees for self-discovery, being empowered,
and motivated to do well as an individual and a group
each week. Not forget the exchange of experience and
sharing from mentors and mentees made a better
understanding of how the PMP® exam was.
It had been clear and detailed, pinpointing what did well
at, what things to pay attention to, explaining where it
went wrong and what needs to be done to fix it. This
group was wonderful in that its distance learners who
were going through the same experiences, it was a
brilliant space to share and grow each other’s knowledge.
It was an efficient and enjoyable way to pave the road
to fluency, challenging and in turn rewarding learning
experience. I gained extensive knowledge and learned
how to understand concepts in an easy way and applied
situational questions. Unexpectedly, I received an award
as Best Mentee in the closing ceremony of Study Group
18 PMI Chapter Indonesia.
As I write this, I have successfully passed the PMP® with
Above Targets for all domains. I could not have done this
without the tremendous support I had received from
everyone in the Study Group 18 PMI Chapter Indonesia.
#YouwillneverlearnPMPalone.
Thank you Study Group 18 PMI Chapter Indonesia.
Rudy Irianto Simangunsong, PMP
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Project
Management
Knowledge
Sharing
(PRANKS)

On our last PRANKS:
Why do we need systems and automation in project
control? In 59th PRANKS we discussed about “Using
Power BI in Project Control”.
Team effectiveness holds the key towards successful
project deliveries. No matter how competent and
capable the managers are, it is the people who execute
the works have the ultimate control of the output. In
the 60th PRANKS, we discussed about Empowered
Individuals, Building Blocks of An Effective Team.
If you missed the sessions, you could watch them on our YouTube channel (PMI
Indonesia Chapter).
Click on this link or scan the barcode.
Catch our Next PRANKS:
Register at pmi-indonesia.org

Volunteer
Profile

Brain
Tease

You are managing a project with
uncertain conditions that need to
try different ideas to clarify scope,
approach, and requirements. The
customer needs a method to
capture ideas that might change.
According to PMBOK7, what kind of
delivery methods you are working?
Wisnu Suryo Pratomo, PMP

A. Predictive approach

Marketing Board Member

B. Iterative approach

Wisnu is a seasoned project
manager that has been in IT and
telecommunication industry for
more than 15 years. He holds a
Master degree in telecommunication
management from Universitas Indonesia
and a Bachelor degree in industrial
engineering from STT Telkom. He gets
his Project Management Professional
credential since 2020. Right now, he
works as Project Director at PT Integra
Teknologi Cakrawala. He loves watching
sports especially basketball, football,
and e-sport in his spare time.

C. Incremental approach
D. Hybrid approach

Send your answer to
quiz@pmi-indonesia.org
and win 1x polo shirt or 1x tumbler.
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